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Each quarter, WBLI places in its Online Public Inspection File, a list of what it considers 
programming addressing some of the significant issues for the station’s community.  The 
following is a list of issue-responsive programming aired on the station between April 1 and June 
30, 2021.  While this list contains a brief description of some of WBLI’s most significant 
programs, it doesn't include all programs and program segments broadcast by the station during 
the second quarter.  Please contact the station for more information about the station’s issue-
responsive programming. 
 
 
Submitted by: Jessica Mills, Office Manager 
 
Dated: 6/30/2021 
  



During the second quarter, the station regularly aired the following local public affairs programs: 
 

Plugged In To Long Island - Plugged In To Long Island is a one-half hour, station 
produced interview program focusing on Long Island area issues. It is heard Sunday 
mornings at 6:00AM and 6:30AM. Plugged In To Long Island is produced by Cox Radio 
Long Island community affairs staff.   

Radio Health Journal - Radio Health Journal is a one-half hour radio magazine 
produced by Media Tracks Communications that keeps tabs on the latest in the world of 
medicine- breakthroughs, what medical advances to look for, and eye-opening news. The 
show airs on Sunday morning at 5AM.  

The Best Of Our Knowledge –The Best Of Our Knowledge is a one-half hour New 
York State (WAMC) produced discussion program focusing on education. It is heard 
Sunday mornings between 5:30am and 6:00am, inside Sunday morning public affairs 
programming. 

BLI Community Calendar – The BLI Community Calendar is a listing of Public 
Service Announcements and community events throughout Long Island. The BLI 
Community Calendar runs once per daypart daily, seven days a week.  Events are also 
listed on www.wbli.com. 

 
 
 
During the second quarter, the above listed programs covered a number of issues responsive to 
the community’s needs, including but not limited to: 
 

1. Autism Awareness 

2. Charity Organizations & Events 

3. Economics/Government 

4. Education/Arts 

5. Mental Heath 

6. Minority Issues 

7. Poverty/Hunger 

8. Public Health 

 
 
 
 



Issue – Autism Awareness 
 
Plugged Into Long Island 4/18/21 at 6-6:30AM (28 minutes) 

For Autism Awareness Month, Ally Ali talks with New Interdisciplinary School’s 
Executive Director Jay Silverstein, Director of Education, Curriculum, & Instruction, 
Maureen Rockwood, and Director of Development, Susan Cali. NIS believes all children 
have a right to grow and learn in a supportive environment regardless of disability, ethnic 
background, or socioeconomic status. Their annual Golf Outing is Monday, May 24th, 
proceeds will go towards a nature trail for the students. For more info, head to 
niskids.org. 
 

Plugged Into Long Island 4/18/21 at 6:30-7AM (27 minutes) 
Did you know that despite having the necessary skill sets and expertise, national data 
shows that most autistic adults are unemployed or underemployed? Autism Awareness 
Month continues with Dave Kearon, Director of Adult Services and Support at Autism 
Speaks. He talks with Ted Lindner about Autism Speak’s Workplace Inclusion Now 
program, which aims to transform employment for those on the spectrum. 

 
 
Issue – Charity Organizations & Events 
 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/2/21 at 6-6:30AM (24 minutes) 

Pete Rizzo sits down with Serena Liguori and Amanda Acevedo from New Hour for 
Women & Children, a non-profit providing support to current and formerly incarcerated 
women and their families. For more information, visit newhourli.org. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 4/11/21 at 6:30-7AM (28 minutes) 

Ted Lindner is joined by the Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation to discuss their upcoming 
Take Steps Road Rally on Sunday, June 6th at RXR Executive Park in Melville. Sign up 
at cctakesteps.org/longisland. 
 

Plugged Into Long Island 5/30/21 at 6-6:30AM (24 minutes) 
MJ talks with Brian Papakie, Retired U.S. Marine and Hope For The Warriors Career 
Transition Program Manager, about Hope For The Warriors' free, virtual Employment 
Readiness Workshop on June 9th at 1pm. The workshop is open to active-duty service 
members, veterans, and military spouses. Register by June 8th at hopeforthewarriors.org. 

 
 
Issue – Economics/Government 
 
Plugged Into Long Island 4/25/21 at 6:30-7AM (27 minutes) 

Fingers sits down with Gina Pinos from NY529 to discuss the question on every high 
school senior's mind: What's the best way to pay for college? Learn about 529 saving 
plans, which loans to take out, when parents should start saving for their child's 
education, and more. For more information on NY529, visit nysaves.org. 

 



Plugged Into Long Island 5/2/21 at 6:30-7AM (25 minutes) 
Marijuana is now legal in New York State. Ted Lindner talks with Long Island Council 
on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence Executive Director Steve Chassman on whether or 
not that was actually a good idea. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/9/21 at 6-6:30AM (26 minutes) 

Ted Lindner talks with Linda Lugo and Frank Dell’Accio from OneKey MLS. They 
discuss Long Island’s housing market, keeping buyers and sellers safe during open 
houses, and issues like mortgage rates, inventory, and more. If you're looking to rent or 
own a home, head to onekeymls.com. 

 
 
Issue – Education/Arts 
 
Radio Health Journal 4/4/21 at 5:13AM (8 minutes)   

Today’s students often type their assignments, no matter the grade level. Writing by hand 
is done less frequently, and some students are barely able to produce cursive writing. 
However, studies show that writing by hand creates a better connection to the brain for 
learning content. Experts discuss how we might tap this connection in an increasingly 
tech world. 

 
The Best of Our Knowledge 5/2/21 at 5:30-6am (28 minutes) 

One of the biggest holes in a young person’s high school education may be navigating 
their own financial life. But a partnership between a local Big Brothers/Big Sisters 
chapter and Navy Federal Credit Union is trying to fill in that gap. Today on the Best of 
Our Knowledge, we’ll hear how the program works. 
 
We’ll also say goodbye to a classic cartoon creator, and spend an Academic Minute with 
a universe of chemicals. 

 
The Best of Our Knowledge 5/9/21 at 5:30-6am (28 minutes) 

College is expensive. Really expensive. I suspect you did not need me to tell you this. 
And it is a problem as more jobs are demanding a college degree. So what if college was 
free? There’s a growing movement in the U.S. that thinks it should be. That’s what 
Michelle Miller-Adams writes about in her new book called “The Path to Free College – 
In Pursuit of Access, Equity, and Prosperity”. Dr. Miller-Adams is a Professor of 
Political Science at Grand Valley State University, and a Senior Researcher at the W.E 
Upjohn Institute for Employment Research in Michigan. 

 
Radio Health Journal 5/9/21 at 5:13AM (7minutes)  

In the mid-1960’s, many Ivy League and Seven Sister colleges as well as prestigious prep 
schools allowed researchers to photograph incoming students naked as part of work on a 
now-discredited theory linking physical characteristics to leadership potential. A former 
student who went through it, now a physician and writer, discusses how research ethics 
have changed in the last 50 years. 

 



The Best of Our Knowledge 5/16/21 at 5:30-6am (28 minutes) 
When Joe Biden selected Connecticut Education Commissioner Dr. Miguel Cardona to 
be his Education secretary he fulfilled a campaign promise to name an educator with 
public school experience as his nominee for the post. Secretary Cardona took office on 
March 2 and has been busy trying to fulfill another promise made by the president: 
getting students back to in-person learning. Secretary Cardona has two decades of 
experience as a public school educator from the City of Meriden. He began his career as 
an elementary teacher. 

 
The Best of Our Knowledge 5/23/21 at 5:30-6am (28 minutes) 

Silent, single-file lines. Detention for putting a head on a desk. Rules for how to dress, 
how to applaud, how to complete homework. Walk into some of the most acclaimed 
urban schools today and you will find similar recipes of behavior, designed to support 
student achievement. Joanne Golann, assistant professor of public policy and education at 
Peabody College, Vanderbilt University, spent a year doing just that. In her new book 
called “Scripting The Moves – Culture and Control in a No-Excuses Charter School”, Dr. 
Golann describes the good intentions and the unintended consequences of these rigidly 
controlled schools. Today on The Best Of Our Knowledge, we'll hear about her research 
on these schools. 
 
We'll also hear more from new Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona as he begins 
implementing the Biden administration's education policies. 
 
And we'll spend an Academic Minute exploring the final frontier. 

 
The Best of Our Knowledge 5/30/21 at 5:30-6am (28 minutes) 

Any grade school student can tell you that Alexander Graham Bell invented the 
telephone. But that's not how Bell would have described his greatest accomplishment. He 
saw himself as a teacher, specifically a teacher of deaf children. However, even though 
he was raised by a deaf mother and married a deaf woman, many deaf people to this day 
see Bell as an enemy. He was an oralist, meaning he thought the only way to teach deaf 
children to succeed in society was to teach them how to speak and to keep them from 
learning sign language. This is the story Katie Booth tells in her book, “The Invention of 
Miracles: Language, Power, and Alexander Graham Bell's Quest to End Deafness.” Katie 
Booth is a freelance author and part-time writing instructor at the University of 
Pittsburgh. She was also raised in a mixed hearing deaf family. I asked Booth why she 
took on Alexander Graham Bell. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 6/27/21 at 6-6:30AM (27 minutes) 

Al Levine sits down with Adam Grundfast, Director of Camp Jacobson, to talk about the 
camp, its programs, safety measures, and more. Camp Jacobson runs through August 
20th. Enroll your kids at campjacobson.com or call 516-626-1094. 

 
 
 
 



Issue – Mental Health 
 
Radio Health Journal 4/4/21 at 5:00AM (12 minutes)   

Many people are relieved that, thanks to vaccines, the COVID-19 pandemic seems to be 
waning. But the mental health wreckage of the last year will take longer to overcome. 
Experts discuss how it’s showing up and what people can do to get back on track.   

 
Radio Health Journal 5/2/21 at 5:13AM (7 minutes)   

Studies show that as many as a third of people who were very ill with COVID-19 later 
develop PTSD. Caregivers and healthcare workers may be afflicted as well. An expert 
discusses how this develops and what people can do to get better. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/16/21 at 6-6:30AM (26 minutes) 

For Mental Health Awareness Month, Pete Rizzo and Family & Children's Association 
President and CEO Jeff Reynolds walk through the negative toll social media can take on 
our mental health and how it's worsened during the pandemic. For more information, visit 
fcali.org. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/16/21 at 6:30-7AM (24 minutes) 

On the other side of the coin, Syke talks with Professor Andrew Schwartz, Principle 
Investigator for the World Well-Being Project for Mental Health Awareness Month. 
Their research shows how social media can be used to gain unprecedented insights into 
well-being. To learn more, head to wwbp.org. 

 
 
Issue – Minority Issues 
 
Plugged Into Long Island 4/4/21 at 6-6:30AM (28 minutes) 

ERASE Racism President and Founder Elaine Gross talks with Ted Lindner about the 
history and current events of residential segregation and housing discrimination. For 
more information or to read their report on Civil Rights Rollback in Housing, go to 
eraseracismny.org. 

 
 
Radio Health Journal 5/30/21 at 5:13AM (8 minutes)   

People of color are less likely than others to receive timely treatment for medical issues. 
This is reflected in Covid-19 vaccination numbers, in cancer treatment, and in clinical 
trial participation. Experts discuss ways to increase participation, especially in clinical 
trials that might ultimately raise trust in medicine. 

 
 
Issue – Poverty/Hunger 
 
Radio Health Journal 4/18/21 at 5:00AM (13 minutes)   

Homelessness continues to be a stubborn problem despite many well-intentioned 
programs. A new experimental study finds that giving homeless people thousands of 



dollars in cash helps get many of them off the streets for good, calling into question many 
assumptions about the homeless and how they got that way. Experts discuss the new 
program and its implications for ending homelessness. 

 
 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/23/21 at 6:30-7AM (27 minutes) 

Kate Fullam, Executive Director of East End Food Institute, joins Syke to talk about how 
the organization helps East End’s communities and economy. East End Food Institute 
builds relationships with farmers, food producers, and food consumers across Long 
Island’s East End to make its local food system more economically viable, 
environmentally sustainable, efficient, and equitable. For more information, visit 
eastendfood.org. 

 
 
Issue – Public Health 
 
Radio Health Journal 4/11/21 at 5:13AM (7 minutes)   

Plagues such as COVID-19 are nothing new, and this pandemic is far from the worst the 
world has ever faced. A physician and historian examines COVID in comparison to other 
pandemics and discusses the lessons that will serve us well in the future. 

 
Radio Health Journal 4/18/21 at 5:13AM (7 minutes)   

Scientists are testing hundreds of different kinds of animals as well as waste and storm 
water for COVID-19, looking for reservoirs for possible mutation. They’ve learned even 
pets can possibly harbor the virus but probably aren’t a threat. An expert discusses how 
the knowledge will combat COVID variants.   

 
The Best of Our Knowledge 4/18/21 at 5:30-6am (28 minutes) 

According to the National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse, teen drug addiction 
is the nation’s most costly and most preventable health problem. That said, nine out of 
ten adults with substance use disorder still report they began drinking and using drugs 
before age eighteen. According to Jessica Lahey, parents and educators need to 
understand the roots of substance abuse, identify those most at risk for addiction and 
offer timely, practical steps for prevention. 

 
Radio Health Journal 4/25/21 at 5:00AM (13 minutes)   

Millions of Americans cannot afford the medications they’ve been prescribed. Many skip 
doses, split pills or don’t fill prescriptions at all as a result, with sometimes even fatal 
consequences. But doctors are often unable to consider cost very well in prescribing, as 
the same drug often costs patients vastly different amounts due to insurance differences. 
Experts discuss the problem and what patients can do to save. 

 
Radio Health Journal 4/25/21 at 5:13AM (7 minutes)   

Brain aneurysms—bulging in a brain blood vessel, like an inflated balloon—affect 1 in 
50 people and are generally without symptoms until they burst. This occurs in about 



30,000 people per year in the US, accounting for 3-5 percent of all new strokes. Here is 
the story of one survivor in her own words. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 4/25/21 at 6-6:30AM (27 minutes) 

Syke sits down with Dr. Steven Salvatore, one of the founders of Victory Recovery 
Partners. Victory Recovery Partners is an out-patient treatment center that says alcohol 
consumption on Long Island is through the roof due to COVID-19 stress, mental health, 
and boredom. If you or someone you know needs help, more information is available at 
victoryrp.com. 

 
Radio Health Journal 5/2/21 at 5:00AM (13 minutes)   

Bottled water sales have skyrocketed, in part because many people believe it is safer than 
tap water. Actually, bottled water faces few of the safety regulations that tap water does. 
The disconnect, according to a new study, comes from society’s pervasive distrust in all 
governmental institutions. The lead researcher discusses how restoring faith in water 
could begin to restore faith in all American institutions. 

 
Radio Health Journal 5/9/21 at 5:00AM (12 minutes)   

from a temporary loss of their sense of smell, but some have had what seems to be an 
even worse symptom weeks or months later—a distorted sense of smell, where 
everything, from coffee to flowers, smells sickeningly awful. An expert and a former 
sufferer discuss how disruptive to life this can be and what people can do to make it 
through to recovery. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/9/21 at 6:30-7AM (24 minutes) 

Urologist Dr. Chris Atalla and Suffolk County Legislator Steve Flotteron join Al Levine 
to discuss prostate cancer. Women & Men Against Prostate Cancer got its name because 
so often it's the women in a man's life encouraging him to take care. For more 
information, visit againstprostatecancer.org. 
 

Radio Health Journal 5/16/21 at 5:00AM (12 minutes)   
The US birth rate has been declining since the Crash of 2008, but it took an even larger 
decline during the pandemic to levels unseen since the Great Depression. Today fertility 
rates are below replacement levels, which could have big impacts on education, 
employment, and the tax base years down the road. Experts discuss how people make 
fertility decisions and the impacts they can have on the nation. 

 
Radio Health Journal 5/16/21 at 5:13AM (8 minutes)   

Colon cancer is striking much younger people than it used to, leading experts to lower the 
age on screening recommendations. A noted colon surgeon discusses screening and 
treatment options, and the way Covid-19 has changed patients’ approach to getting 
screened. 

 
Radio Health Journal 5/23/21 at 5:00AM (13 minutes)   

Since the 1980’s, almost all production of generic drugs has moved overseas, where FDA 
inspectors have a much tougher time making sure they’re following rules for safety. An 



investigative journalist describes the ways she’s found that many drugmakers cut corners, 
putting safety at risk, and details what consumers can do to protect themselves.     

 
Radio Health Journal 5/23/21 at 5:13AM (6 minutes)   

Covid-19 is usually a respiratory disease, but it can affect virtually any organ in the body. 
The nation’s top kidney disease expert discusses how Covid can prompt life-threatening 
kidney effects in the previously healthy, and how those with kidney disease are more 
susceptible to severe Covid infection.  

 
Radio Health Journal 5/30/21 at 5:00AM (12 minutes)   

Since the Covid-19 pandemic began, public health experts have looked to vaccines with 
the goal of creating “herd immunity,” where so many people are vaccinated that the virus 
stalls out. Now it is clear we will not reach that goal, meaning the threat of the pandemic 
may drag on for years. One of the nation’s leading infectious disease experts discusses 
how we are missing the target and what it means. 

 
Plugged Into Long Island 5/30/21 at 6:30-7AM (26 minutes) 

More than 1 in 10 adults grind their teeth at night. Roger and Dr. Scott Simonetti discuss 
grinding your teeth and why it's important to protect your teeth with tools like night 
guards. Learn more at jawpaindoc.com 
 

Plugged Into Long Island 6/27/21 at 6:30-7AM (26 minutes) 
Kiana talks with Dr. Jean Cacciabaudo from South Shore University Hospital about the 
importance of women's health and much more. 

 


